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EULER-MAHONIAI\T ST~A.TISTICS ON ORDERED PARTITIONS AND 
STEINGRIMSSON'S CONJECTURE- A SURVEY 
MR 
MASAO ISHIKAWA, ANISSE KASRAOUI, AND JIANG ZENG 
ABSTRACT. An ord.ered partition with k blocks of [n] := {1, 2,, .. , is a sequence of k 
disjoint &nd nonempty subsets, caJ.led blocks, whose union is [n]. In this article, we con-
sider Steingrfmsson's conjectures about Euler-Mahonian statistics on ordered partitions 
dated back to 1997. VIe encode ordered partitions by walks in some digraphs and then 
derive their genentting functions using the tmnsfer··matrix method. J.n particular, we 
prove half of Steingrimsson's conjectures by the computation of the resulting detenni-
nants. This article is a very short version of our paper: "Statistics on Ordered Partitions 
of Sets and Numbers" ; ma:th. announcing and surveying 
some of the results in it. 
Euler-Iv1ahonian q-Stirling numbers of the second 
Classifications: 05AL5, 05A30. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The systematic study of statistics on and words has its in the work 
of at the turn of the last MacMahon [12] considered four different 
statistics for a 1r: The number of descents (des the number of excedances 
1r), the number of inversions and the major index 1r). These are defined 
as follows: A descent in a 1r = a1a2 ···an is an i such that a; > a;+I, an 
excedance is an i such that ai > i, an inversion is a j) such that i < j and ai > aj, 
and the major index of 1r is the sum. of the descents in 1r. 
In fact, MacMahon studied these statistics in greater generality, over the re-
o~u,scH!c'u" class of an word w with repeated letters. The rearrangement class 
of a word w = a1a2 ···an is the set of all words obtained by permutating the letters 
of w. All of the statistics mentioned above generalize to and in each case, 
for that of exc, the is trivial. 
MacMahon algebraically, that exc is with and that inv is 
equi-distributed with maj, over for any word w. That is to say, 
)""'' tcxcz = > and ) ~ tinv z = ) ' tmaj z . 
.1..--i ~ ~' .1...-..i 
zER(w) zER(w) zER.(w) zER(w) 
statistic that is equi-distributed with des is said to be while any statistic 
equi-distributed with inv is said to be Mahonian. Foata [5] coined the name Euler-
l\!Iahonian statistic for a bivariate statistic ( eul1r, mah 1r), where eul is Eulerian and mah 
is Mahonian and carried out the first study of such pairs. 
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introduced the notion of Euler-Mahonian statistic on or-
.- -I Bk of [n] is E• collection of disjoint and 
union is , where we write w in the standard 
order of their minimal elements and 
denote the set of of [n] with k blocks. For example, 
of [9] with 6 blocks. 
B:d · - -I c , and a- is a permutation in Eh, the sequence 1r a 
· · ·I Ba-(.~) is· called an ordered of with k blocks. We set a-
perm(w). Let denote the set of ordered of [n] into k blocks. For ... ·A'""''V·"·' 
1r = 2191:3114815 617 is an ordered partition of [9] with 6 blocks. 
D n - n" -q" 1 ,. ] ! · [1] ["] etme the p, • p·-q , tne p, ln p,q· = _ ~ p,q !., T',q · · · and 
the p, 'F'-'"""-'·'·.u"<N 
rln] = J [k]p,~~~:':;,]p,ql if 0 S k S n, 
k p,q I 0 otherwise . 
.. 
If p = 1, we sha.l1 write ln]q, for [nh,ql and [~] l,q' and we call 
them and coefficient, Y'OConc,r>'•"l 
k) of the second kind counts the partitions of n-element set 
A natural 
recu.rrence equation 
numbers k) of the second kind is defined the 
k) = 2: k 2: 0)' (1.1) 
k) = Onk if n '"' 0 or k = 0. 
been a considerable amount of recent interest in properties and combinatorial 
nt•e:q)rE~ta.ticms of the numbers and related numbers (see e.g. 2, 3, 
22, 
Definition LL A statistic STAT on is called Euler-1\lfahonian if its 
f;o k), i.e., 
"' 1r L 
·~rEO'F}~ 
An Euler-l1ahonian sta.tistic on ordered 
Vvachs [13, Theorem 2.1] (Bee alsu [19, 
Euler-Mahonian statistics and ,or.:nw·ei·, 
can be derived from a result of 
Steingr!rnsson [19] gave several 
more such statistics. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND 8TEINGRIMSSON'S CONJECTURES 
Let w be an ordered partition. The opener of a block is its least element and the closer 
is its greatest element. For instance, the ordered partition 1r = 21913114815617 has 
openers 2, 9, 3, 1, 5 and 7 and closers 2, 9, 3, 8, 6 and 7. 
Definition 2.1. Given an ordered 1r E CJ'P~, let open1r and 
clos 1r be the set of openers and closers respectively. Let block" ( i) denote the index of 
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the block from to which contains the letter ·i. 
coordinate statistics: 
ros; Jr J E open 1r, 
7T J E open ·Jr, 
rcsi n ,j E clos 7f 1 
7T ,; E clos 7T, 
.} 
7T J E open 1r, 
7T j E open 1r, 
7T 
.i E clos 7T, 
11 J E dos 7T, 
Note that ros is the abbreviation opener, smaller", while J.cb is the abbre-
we give the values of the eoordinate 




on the ordered 



























2 I I 
02 1 3 1 
022 1 1 0 
220 20 3 
200 00 0 
001 03 
0 1 1 1 1 0 
2 2 1 30 4 
2 1 l 00 0 
0 0 l 1 0 1. 
0 1 1 00 0 
-? 
- ~, =4, 
Let 1r = BI/ B21 · · · be an ordered in VP~. Vie define a order on 
blocks as follows : > BJ if each letter of B; is greater than every letter of Bj; in 
other if the opener of Bi is greater than the closer of 
Definition 2.2. Let 7r = RI/ B21 · ··I Bk be wn ordered m . We say that i 
is a block descent in 1r if > B;+l. The block 7T, denoted by bMaj 7T, 
is the sum of the block de8cents in ·rr. A block inversion ·in 1r is a pair j) mtch that 
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·i < j and > The block inversion number, denote blnv 7r is the number block 
inversions in 1i. We also set and cblnv = - blnv. 
E 
8} > {3, > and two block descents at i = 1 
and 4; thus blnv 1r = 1 + 4 = 5. Note also that ·rr = -- 5 = 3 
and eblnv n -- 4 = 4. 
In [19] 
Mahonian. 






m introduced its 
(2.3) 
-!-
statistics on is Euler--
Conjecture 2.3, 
on 









'i'Je prove that the last half of the above statistics are really Euler-
"""'"''.u'""'"' the conjecture in [19]. 
The sta.tisticB 
= lsb+ 
cinvLSB = lsb + cbinv + 
are Euler-JV[ ahonian on 
V!e ;:-,lso prove that cinvLSB is Euler-Mahonian. 
3. MAIN RESULTS AND A REFINED CON.JECTURE 
In this we give distribution functions of the statistics which are the main 
purpose of this article Theorem 3.3). From the distribution functions, we 
conclude that the half of the statistics defined by are Eulcr-Mahonian 
Theorem The main to obtain the functions are walk diagrams 
and the transfer matrix which we explain in the next section. At the end of this 
section we present a new which generalize the remaining half of Steingrfrnsson's 
in the of the joint distribution (see 3.7). 
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Definition 3.L For a u of the is an inversion if 1 :S; 'i < j :S; n 
and u(i) > u(j). Let invu be the numbeT inveTsions in o and 
cinvu = mvu. 
inv 1r = inv(perm( 11)) and cinv 7r = 
cinv(perm( 1r)). 
The following result due to Ksavrelof and Zeng 
in a1most half. The reader can also find a 
Proposition 3.2, the 
mak = lmak 1 and mak 1 = lmak . 
Let be the set of all ordered with k blocks. Consider the 
generating functions of ordered partitions with k ;:::: 0 blocks: 
:r, y, t, 
x,y,l,u): = 
)' x(mak+ binv)7T 
~ 




where 11i·l = n if 'iT is an ordered of [n]. The aim of this article is to prove the 
theorem. 
Theorem 3,3. We have 
_ (xy)W[kk~,uy! 
--ll~=l (l- a[·i]x,y)' 
'k) 
a1'(a:y)( 2 [k]tx,uyl 
n"' (1 ..:_ ll,=J 
VVe first show how to derive Euler--J\1ahonian statistics on ordered 







q, 1, 1, 
q, 1, 1, 
l,q,l,l)= l,q,l,l). 
from the 
Theorem 3.3 infers that the right-hand sides of the above three identities are all equal to 
qm['··J' 
_ t;. q_· - V[k]l..., (' an (3.5) ITk (1 - - L.t . q·;:;q n, , 
~=1 n?:J;; 
where the last equality follows directly from (1.1). Thus we can prove the following result, 
which was conjectured by Steingrimsson [19]. 
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mak+ + blnv, lmak + binv, lmak1 + 
In otheT 
[k]q!S'q(n, k). 
By a similar argument OIJ the A"H"'""u"'·'·"' 
result. 




mak+ binv lmak+ blnv cinvLSB 
to 
a further consequence 
"hard" combinatorial 
we can give an alternative of the 
for numbers of the second 
where the t1rst two interpretations were by Ksavrelof and [11] and the third 
was first Stanton (see [21]). 
3.6. We have 
k') = )~' 
I .£_~ 
-Jr = ~ ahnak1f- ~ ~:! -L~ 
rrE'P~ 
As the reader may notice, the conjectures are still i.e. 
the remaining five statistics mak + , + bMaj, lmak + , lmak1 + 
are conjectured to be Euler-Mahonian. F:rorn the on the 
and numerical more than Conjecture 2.3 and Conjecture 2.4. 
Consider the following two functions of ordered with k ?: 0 blocks: 
:r, y) bMaj)1r YcmajLSB 1r 
1T EOPk 
Then we the following more 
Conjecture 8,'7, Fo<r k ?: 0, the 
)"-" X(imak + bMaj)rr 
L-d 
conjecture would hold: 
·identii'ies 1iJO'ttld hold.· 
(3.7) 
Comparing Conjecture 3.7 with Theorem 3.3, one may notice that (3.9) lacks the sta-
tistics corresponding to inv and cinv. At this point we don't have a guess on the statisties. 
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4. ORDERED PARTITIONS AND WALKS IN DIGRAPHS 
Let 1r E be an ordered We each element of 
four classes. Let 8(11) denote the set of i r,:: [n] 
element. We call the elements of of 1r. Let (resp. 
the set of the openers (resp. which are not singletons. Let T(-Tr) denotes the set 
of i E [n] which is not an. opener nor a closer. VVe call the elements of T(rr) the tr:::msients 
of 71. Thus we easily see that U U lJ is a disjoint union. We call 
the 8(1r), if 1T = 35/24 8, 
then we have 





and T(1r) = { 4}. 
We define the 
as 
+rcs)(TUC)« 
,(lsb+rsb)(OUS)1r l1rl t7 a . 
In this section we restate ordered in terms of walk 
transfer matrix method to obtain a determinantal exor·eS1lion 
Let D = with edge set E defined 




For any k 2': 0., let j) E + j S and Dk = be the restriction 
of the digraph D on Thus the number of vertices in is 
~-·· l ~ '_A l) (k + l)(k + 2) t~ ,_ I ,,_ I I 1 ~ + -tv ,- ~1- .SJ T 0 • '· T \ " , - 2 . 
An illustration of Dk is in Figure 1. For each 
e- v) 
"'North 
~ East if v = v. + 
"' South-East if v =·a+ (1, -1); 
~< NuLl if v = u. 
of edges in D, we call an 
Let e = v) be an in Dk where the coordinates of u is Assign the weight of 
the e to be 
={ ife is North or East; if e is Null or South-East. (4.2) 
Let rnr•pnr·vmatrix of relative the above weight v. We 
their ranks in the following total ordering: j) ::::; ( i 1 , if 
ifi+j<i'+/or(i+.i=i'+j'andj2: ThusD1 = O),D2 =(0, v3 = 
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0 1 2 





FIGURE 1 o The 
1), VG = 
sees that, for k 2 1; the >< )~ rnatrix 
0 .. ,vx;, = 
i.s defined the 
where is the + 1) X + 1) Inatrix 
[k+ 1- +-
and 1h_1 is the k·-=1 x -r 1) n1atrix 
with the k >< + 1) matrix 
recursive 
Here stands for the Kronecker delta and denotes the m x n zero matrix. F'or 
instance, when k; = 2, we have 
( 0~ 0 o 1 ~ ~ 1 at7 [2].,,.,6 _QjO 0 0 
= -0 I 0 0 I a[2]t3 ,t1 
o I o o. o 
o o o 1 o 
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4.1. Encoding ordered partitions walk diagrams. Let 1r = Bd B2/ · · · / Bk be 
an ordered of [n] and i an in [n]. The restriction Bin [i] of a block Bi 
on [i] is said to be active if f [·i] and n [i] f f/J, complete if Bj <::::: [i]. '0/e define the 
!;race ofthe ordered 7r on [i] as an ordered partition 7i(n) on [i] with two kinds 
of blocks, active or ,..n ... -.""'"'rA 
(S i)' 
where complete or active block n [i], while empty sets are omitted. 
is called the trace of the ordered n. Let wi = 
that Pi and qi are the numbers of and E!.ctive blocks of 
A walk of depth k and D is a sequence LJ = vJ1 , ... , of vertices in 
D such that Lc'o = U.Jn = 0) and vJi+l) is an of D for i = 0, ... , n- L 
Moreover, the first coordinate p and the second coordinate q of CJJi are called the abscissa 
and of the Let be the set of walks of depth k and 
k. a 
segment from u.;'i to wi+ 1 if 
(.J = 1)' 2), q) w , 3), 3), (1, 3.), 2), 1)' 
then the illustration is in Figure 2. 
FIGURE 2 .. A walk in 
Definition 4.1. A walk 
is a walk -in 
~ 1 5 ~i 5 rli-1 if the i-th 
"' 1 5 ~i 5 Pi-1 + qi-1 + 1 
2 
Denote b.~ the set of walk 
5 
with two successive Null steps from 
t<J is 1Vor-th or- Ea.r;t. 
k and length n and 
1)' 
3) to 
0, wher·e u.> 
S1LCh that 
the set of walk of The following is the main result of this section. 
Them"ern 4.2. PoT each n > k ;:: 1, the above constmctim~, a 
OP~ such that if = 1r for- then 
if the -i-th step of Lu is North Bast), then. ·i E (resp. 'i E 
= ~i- 1, + 
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then i E C('7T) {resp. i E T(rc)) and 
= ~i- 1, 
= q;.-1- 1, 
Generating functions of walks, Given a vvalk tv of finite length in Dk, define the 
of a of abscissa p and height q by The valuation v(w) of vJ is 






. 1:: 1 )' fl._,') ~ 
where i, j) d~not,~s the matrix obtained the i-th row and j-th column of 
Band is the k >< k matrix. For 
t) = -~~(!2- aib; 6, U_ = a2[2]t1;,t6 (at2t7 + t1(l- a[2]t3 ,t4 )) 
det(h - aA2) . (1 -- a)(l - a[2]t3 ,t4 )(1- at2) 
It seems that )':,) are Inessy rational functions in to prove Theorem 
it is sufficient to evaluate the cases of 
''' ~· x· ·y( ,' 1U "!) 
,.!.,• ') ,_!_, j J ' u? 'j b- J (4.7) 
1, x, 1, xy, t, ·u, y). 
From 1 ), we obtain 





- .. " \ 
~. Ld +rsb)(OuS)+lsb('TUC)) 1r 
rrEO'P~" 
and these identities combines the evaluation 
of y, and 
Propositio:n 4.3. The 
mak+ blnv = 
lmak+ blnv = 
cinvLSB = ·-I-
·-- cinv, 
+ inv +2 einv, 
5, DETERMINANT EVALUATIONS 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.L Fork 2: 1, we have 
[k]t,ul 
= I1-k-tl--[-'] -,' i=l\, -a 'l x,y_1 
x,y,t\ 
['·l l 1\, ~ t,u. · 
(5.1) 
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Let and be the matrices obtained from by the substitutions corre-
sponding to and , respectively. Now, for each k 2: 0, let 
=h- and 
Then we derive from that for each k 2: 1, 
and 
x, y, t, 
( -1· )l+k d-·t( '!T • ;;, 1) 
. t_. \.l'Uk? tu 1 / 
det 
(-· 1)1+k de'~rJv · i 1) 
, -! -· u\ k' nJ, , 
- det 




det II II u 
rn=l i=O 
for ea.ch k ~ 1. ll1t:~ evaluations of k, 1) and k, 1) are far from triviaL 
Theorem l:L2. Let k 2: 1 be a 
k, 1) = ( 
5.L Proof of 
= (1)' 
where 
and M ~o- 1 is the >< -f- 1) rnatrix 





11 rr(1- -· i + 
rtt=l i=l 
k-1 k-rn 
11 II (1 -
nz.=l k=1 
0 --1 k+l,k-1 
-r 
+ 
is defined recursively 
M,_,) 
k(k + 3) 
= k - 1 = --'-~----'-
2 
(5.9) 
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and let Pk = k 
' 
In general ·we can define H, as follows: 
, I . 
' \ ( ) ~-~-.----I ' 
\ )(k-1 I I 
vrhere is a Klo-1 xk-1 is a (k + 1) X Kk-1 
+ 1) x + 1) matrix. det the 
for any block matrix with an invertible square matrix A, 
Since is an 
where 1s the 
1 :::; j :::; k + 2, let 
I A I u \ I -- LJ \ 
det ·· ----l 
1\ Cj D) 
+ 2) 




of the last + 1) rows of 1\. For 
denote the matrix obtained ~~-'·~"········c-. the right-most column with 
column of l\. Here 
the 
x + l) matrix obtained from 
column of Here we don't have space to 
c'""'"'"'·"wcuv rE~duces to the following theorem. 
Theo:rem 5.3. Let k 2:: 1 be a Then we have 





1:::; j:::; k, 
-l,t pk+I 
'- ,,, - k [ -:c-"':-~ = a y k + 
det .P~c 
(5.12) 
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Lemma 5Ao FaT 0 ::; Tn ::::; n, 
?-n k-l m-1 
L(-l)m-l'x(;)y(n2k) } ]] { "] 1. - 1. x,y J 
h=O i=h 
rn 
ll f"l l .. 
x,y i=l 
I. r . 
5.2. Proof of We first introduce two generalizations of coefficients. For 
any sequence of non-zero functions F = { Fn}~~ 1 in many variables t 1 , t 2 , .. we 






with the k x 
]n, 
a) is the ( k + 1) >< 
a)= ( 
if 0 :; k ::; n, 
otherwise. 
if 0::::; k::::; n, 
othervvise. 
and 
which reduces to the matrix 
a.) be the matrix defined inductively a._s 
+ 1) matrix defined 
[k+ 1- + \ h:Si,J:Sk+l 
a) is the f-=l x + 1) matrix 
+ 1) matrix 
JVk-l = -t- (5.16) 
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integers m and l, 
1 sis k + 1 and 1 < s i, the 
define the row vector x:;:·1 of 
Here we use the convention that 
rn = l = 1, then 
i(i-ll + of is 
2 
= 1 if n < 0. For 
k as follow·s: For 
if k ~ 3, 
lemma shovvs tb.at the vectors ~o (0 s rn s k ~ 1, 1 s l s k-
and plays essential role to prove 
Len~m:m. 5.5. Let k be Let m and l be such that 
0 S rn S l,; ·-· 1 and 1 S l S k- rn. Then we have 
vrn,l 
_.,., k . ( ~ 10) r_>, _ Cl 
Let a) denote the matrix obtained from a) u".'""'''""·" the row and the 
first column. Then the 
that the last entry of 
det 
We det a) as a 
coefficient in the both sides of (5. 
holds. 'vVe omit the detail. 
'Theorem 5.7. We have 
det a)== 
setting A = 1 and 
from Lemma 5.5 and the fact 




in ), and check the and the leading 
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